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Abstract

The gas phase structure of 2-aminophenol has been investigated using UV-UV as well as IR-UV hole-burning spectroscopy. The presence of a free OH vibration in the IR spectrum rules out the contribution of the cis isomer, which is expected to have an intramolecular H-bond, to the spectra. The excited state lifetimes of different vibronic levels have been measured with pump probe picosecond experiments and are all very short (35 ± 5) ps as compared to other substituted phenols. The electronic states and active vibrational modes of the cis and trans isomers have been calculated with ab initio methods for comparison with the experimental spectra. The Franck Condon simulation of the spectrum using the calculated ground and excited state frequencies of the trans isomer is in good agreement with the experimental one. The very short excited state lifetime of 2-aminophenol can then be explained by the strong coupling between the two first singlet excited states due to the absence of symmetry, the geometry of the trans isomer being strongly non planar in the excited state.
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I. Introduction

Excited state hydrogen detachment (ESHD) is a key mechanism in the photochemistry of photoacid aromatic molecules containing OH, NH or SH groups or heterocyclic NH groups and excited state hydrogen transfer (ESHT) is the equivalent mechanism in clusters containing these aromatic molecules with H acceptor molecules. These ESHD and ESHT reactions have been computationally predicted and experimentally confirmed in many systems including phenol (PhOH), substituted PhOHs (XPhOH), thiophenol, pyrrole, indole, and substituted-indoles.

The broadly accepted mechanism for ESHD/T suggests that the X-H (X= O, N, S) bond fission takes place on a potential energy surface of πσ* character, dissociative along the X-H coordinate. However, in most of the molecules, the S2(πσ*) state locates significantly higher in energy than the S1(ππ*) state, which provides most of the transition strength. The ππ* state is bound along the X-H coordinate, which results in an avoided crossing with the πσ* state at an intermediate X-H distance. Therefore, at low excitation energy the πσ* state is reached by H atom tunneling through the barrier on the shoulder of the ππ*/πσ* conical intersection. In most of the cases studied up to now, the Cs symmetry is conserved in the excited state so that the coupling between the ππ* and πσ* states necessitates some symmetry breaking via vibrational coupling as evidenced by the vibrational distribution in the phenoxy radical after excited state H atom loss in PhOH and substituted X-PhOH (X= F, Cl and CH3) and corroborated by recent theoretical calculations.

Phenol (PhOH) is a prototype of photoacid aromatic molecule that undergoes ESHD upon excitation of the isolated molecule, or ESHT to the solvent when solvated in small PhOH(solvent)n clusters or concerted electron and proton transfer reaction when it is hydrogen-bonded to another photoacid aromatic molecule such as 7-azaindole. In a series
of X-PhOH derivatives (X= F and CH₃) and their 1:1 complexes with NH₃, it has been demonstrated a correlation between the excited state lifetime of and the energy gap between the ππ* and πσ* states as long as the excited state maintains the Cs symmetry. However, the lifetime of the cis-o-F-PhOH(NH₃) complex was reported to be much shorter than the prediction based on the ππ*/πσ* energy gap model, which can be related to the existence of an important out-of-plane distortion of the C–F bond in the S₁ excited state, as revealed by quantum chemical calculations. This distortion reduces the symmetry from Cs to C1 and the discrimination between ππ* and πσ* turns unacceptable, the excited states are expected to be completely mixed and consequently, the ESHT reaction becomes faster.

It has also been recently reported that the excited state lifetime of free catechol is in the order of 5-11 ps, which is much shorter than the excited state lifetime of bare PhOH ( > 1.2 ns). The authors also suggested that this short lifetime is a direct consequence of the non-planar S₁ excited state minimum structure (C1 symmetry) in catechol.

Aniline is another relevant aromatic molecule that also presents a low lying πσ* state located on the NH₂ group that leads to ESHD at higher excitation energies (photon wavelength below 250 nm).

Particularly interesting is the aminophenol (NH₂PhOH) molecule, because it is a prototype for studying the interactions and the excited state dynamics of the structurally related amino acid tyrosine and the neurotransmitter dopamine, in which the excited states are likely to be highly perturbed due to the presence of both the NH₂ and the OH groups. This molecule is an appealing system for spectroscopic study because it exhibits both structural and rotational isomerism, determined by the relative positions and conformations of the amino and hydroxyl substituents. The ortho-aminophenol (2-aminophenol) case is especially motivating because, the close proximity of the substituents provides potential for
the formation of NH...O or OH...N intramolecular hydrogen bonds. In this molecule two stable structures are expected (see Figure 3), the cis isomer in which OH group interacts by a H-bond with the N lone electron pair of the NH₂ group and the trans isomer in which the intermolecular H-bond does not exist. Fujii and co-workers³² have performed non-resonant ionization detected (NID) spectroscopy and showed that under their supersonic jet conditions only the trans isomer is observed. The authors suggested that in the trans isomer the NH₂ group adopts an aniline like geometry, which allows for maximum resonance stabilization between the N lone electron pair and the π* orbitals of the ring and this stabilization is stronger than the one produced by the H-bond in the cis isomer. Therefore, the trans isomer is the most stable one.

The Cs symmetry is therefore broken as a consequence of the aniline like pyramidalization in the trans isomer and of the intermolecular H-bond in the cis isomer, if it exists. This symmetry breaking is expected to strongly affect the ππ*/πσ* conical intersection as in the case of catechol²⁶-²⁸ and cis-o-F-PhOH(NH₃) complex.¹⁴ Therefore, the role of the symmetry breaking on the excited state lifetime can be investigated in such a molecule.

In this work we combined REMPI (1+1’) spectroscopy with picosecond and nanosecond pulses, UV-UV and IR-UV hole burning spectroscopies and excited state lifetime determination by picoseconds pump-probe experiments with ab-initio calculation on the ground and excited states of o-aminophenol, to characterize its structure and the effect of the symmetry on the excited state dynamics.
II. Methods

A. Experimental

The experiments have been conducted in two laboratories.

* Picosecond measurements were performed in Orsay, where jet-cooled molecules were generated by expanding neat He or Ne, that has passed over a reservoir containing 2-aminophenol maintained at a temperature varying from 65 to 90°C. The 2-aminophenol (from Sigma-Aldrich Chemie S.A.R.L.) was used without further purification. The backing pressure was typically 1 bar and the gaseous mixture was expanded to vacuum through a 300 µm diameter pulsed nozzle (solenoid general valve, series 9). The skimmed free jet was crossed at right angle by the copropagated excitation and ionization laser beams, 10 cm downstream from the nozzle. The produced ions were accelerated perpendicularly to the jet axis toward a microchannel plates detector located at the end of a 1.5 m field-free flight tube.

The third harmonic (355 nm) output of a mode-locked picosecond Nd:YAG laser (EKSPLA-SL300) was split into two parts in order to pump two optical parametric amplifiers (OPA) with second harmonic generation (SHG) systems (EKSPILA-PG411) to obtain tunable UV light. One of the systems was used as the excitation laser (ν1) tuned on the different transitions of the molecule. The energy of the ν1 laser was attenuated to preclude one-color two-photon ionization. The other OPA-SHG system was tuned to 310 nm and used as the ionization laser (ν2) keeping the energy to approximately 120 µJ/pulse. The temporal shapes of both pulses were determined in the fitting procedure to be Gaussian having full width at half height (FWHH) of 10 ps, while the spectral linewidth was 15 cm⁻¹. Both laser pulses were optically delayed between -350 and 1350 ps by a motorized stage.
* The nanosecond experiments were performed in Tokyo Tech. The experimental conditions in Tokyo were almost the same as in Orsay, except that the reservoir temperature was kept fixed at 70ºC and the jet was produced by expanding 2 bar of net Ar into the vacuum chamber. The generated cations were detected as mentioned above.

For the UV-UV and IR-UV hole burning (HB) spectroscopy experiments, a probe laser $\nu_p$, was fixed to a certain band observed in the REMPI spectrum and the generated ions were detected. Prior to $\nu_p$, an intense burn laser, $\nu_B$, was fired and scanned to depopulate the ground state probed by the $\nu_p$ laser. The electronic spectrum of a single specific isomer was measured by scanning $\nu_B$ while monitoring the ion current arising from $\nu_p$. In the same way, changing the UV laser $\nu_B$ by a tunable IR laser, the isomer-selected vibrational spectra were determined.

The probe laser, $\nu_p$, and the burn laser, $\nu_B$, were obtained by frequency-doubled dye lasers (Lumonics: HD-500, Sirah: Cobra-Stretch), which were pumped by the third harmonics of Nd$^{3+}$:YAG lasers (LOTIS-TII: LS-2137, Continuum: Surelite I-10). The tunable IR laser, $\nu_{IR}$, for the IR dip spectroscopy was generated by difference-frequency mixing, using the output of a dye laser (Fine Adjustment: Pulsare-S Pro) pumped by a 50% output of a second harmonic of a Nd$^{3+}$:YAG laser (Spectra Physics: PRO-230) and a 10% output of the second harmonic in a LiNbO$_3$ crystal.

**B. Calculations**

Calculations were performed for the cis and trans isomers of 2-aminophenol with the TURBOMOLE program package, making use of the resolution-of-the-identity (RI) approximation for the evaluation of the electron-repulsion integrals in the MP2 and CC2 calculations in Orsay on the GMPCS cluster. The ground-state equilibrium geometries were
determined using the MP2 method. Vertical excitation energies and oscillator strengths were calculated at the ground-state equilibrium geometry with the CC2 method,\textsuperscript{35} using Dunning’s correlation-consistent split-valence double-zeta basis set with polarization functions on all atoms (aug-cc-pVDZ).\textsuperscript{36} In addition to the ground-state geometry optimization and vertical excitation energy calculations, the geometry of the lowest excited state was also optimized at the RI-CC2 level with the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set.

The vibrational frequencies in the ground and excited states have been calculated and the vibronic spectrum simulated using the PGOPHER software\textsuperscript{37} for the Frank-Condon analysis.

III. Results

A. Experimental

REMPI and hole burning (UV-UV and IR-UV) spectra

The REMPI spectrum of 2-aminophenol (shown in Figure 1) was recorded with both, nanosecond and picosecond laser pulses. The spectrum is characterized by a vibrational progression of 130 cm\(^{-1}\), starting from the band at 33443 cm\(^{-1}\) (4.14 eV), which is assigned to the 0-0 transition. The 0-0 transition is not the most intense band, which is an indication of some strong geometry change between \(S_0\) and \(S_1\). Two weak bands red shifted by -246 cm\(^{-1}\) and -96 cm\(^{-1}\) from the 0-0 transition are source temperature and carrier gas dependant suggesting that they could be hot bands or belong to another isomer.

To confirm the presence of a different isomer or hot bands, the UV-UV HB spectra were measured by fixing the probe laser to the bands centered at 33574 cm\(^{-1}\) and 33634 cm\(^{-1}\) (see arrows in Figure 1). The results are also depicted in Figure 1 and clearly show that the small bands and the intense bands are not coming from the same initial states or species. In
addition, the small bands are also associated with a congested group of transitions in the region (33500 – 33900) cm\(^{-1}\).

Figure 1: REMPI excitation spectrum recorded with a) ns laser with 0.08 cm\(^{-1}\) resolution; b) ps lasers with 15 cm\(^{-1}\) resolution. UV-UV hole burning spectrum pumping the band at c) 33574 cm\(^{-1}\) (blue arrow) and d) the small band at 33634 cm\(^{-1}\) (green arrow).  

Further information was obtained from the IR-UV HB spectra presented in Figure 2 for the two species. Both spectra are very similar, and exhibit a free OH vibration at 3665.5/3668.8 cm\(^{-1}\), ruling out the contribution to the spectra of the cis isomer, which is expected to have an intramolecular H-bond between the H atom of the OH group and the lone electron pair on the N atom of the NH\(_2\) group (Figure 3). The IR spectra are then unequivocally assigned to the trans isomer in both cases.
Excited State Lifetime measurements

Pump-probe experiments with picosecond laser pulses were performed to determine the excited state lifetime of different vibrational states by pumping on different vibronic transitions and ionizing with 310 nm photons. The results are reported in Table 1.

The excited state lifetimes are very short as compared to those of PhOH and other substituted X-PhOHs, but longer than in catechol. For most of the bands the lifetime is $(35 \pm 5)$ ps except for one band at $256 \text{ cm}^{-1}$ which has a longer lifetime of $(55 \pm 5)$ ps. The two small red shifted bands have the same lifetimes as the two first intense bands and are assigned to hot bands starting from vibrational excited levels in the ground state and leading to the same vibrational levels in the excited state (see discussion section).

Figure 2: IR-UV hole burning spectra of the two species (isomers or hot bands) probing the band at $33574 \text{ cm}^{-1}$ (lower panel) and the small band at $33634 \text{ cm}^{-1}$ (upper panel).
Table 1: Excited state lifetimes of 2-aminophenol recorded by exciting at different vibronic states and ionizing at 310 nm. The reported lifetimes are the average of several measurements while the corresponding errors are the standard deviation of all the measurements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transition / cm(^{-1})</th>
<th>Lifetime / ps</th>
<th>Vibrational assignment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-246</td>
<td>36 ± 2</td>
<td>(2_1^0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-96</td>
<td>28 ± 2</td>
<td>(2_1^1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 (33443 cm(^{-1}))</td>
<td>34 ± 2</td>
<td>(0_0^0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132</td>
<td>33 ± 3</td>
<td>(2_0^2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>55 ± 5</td>
<td>(2_0^4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>406</td>
<td>27 ± 2</td>
<td>(9_0^1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>475</td>
<td>34 ± 2</td>
<td>(1_1^12_0^1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>520</td>
<td>29 ± 2</td>
<td>(9_0^12_0^1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>649</td>
<td>38 ± 2</td>
<td>(9_0^12_0^2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>843</td>
<td>36 ± 5</td>
<td>(15_0^12_0^2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(\text{a)}\) This transition is tentatively assigned.

B. Calculations

The ground state geometries of both, the cis and the trans isomers have been calculated at the RI-MP2 and RI-CC2 level of theory using the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set. The trans and cis isomers are almost isoenergetical at this level of calculation (\(\Delta E < 0.001\) eV at the MP2 level and \(\Delta E = 0.002\) eV at the CC2 level). However, when the zero point energy (ZPE) is taken into account the trans isomer becomes more stable by 0.013 eV at the MP2 level and 0.015 eV at the CC2 level than the cis isomer, while the energy barrier for the isomerization is 0.12 eV.
This is different from the result of the B3LYP/6-311++G(2d,2p) calculations predicting that only the trans isomer is a true minimum.\textsuperscript{32}

The ground state geometry of both isomers is shown in Figure 3. The geometry of the trans isomer stays essentially planar except for the hydrogen atoms of the NH\textsubscript{2} group, which is bent by 23° being smaller than the angle value (around 37°) in aniline.\textsuperscript{38} For the cis isomer, the hydrogen bond forces the rotation of the NH\textsubscript{2} group along the CN axis and the hydrogen of the OH group is pushed out of plane. The rotation of the NH\textsubscript{2} group induces a deconjugation of the N lone electron pair. Therefore, the significant driving force that favors the trans isomer is the strong π-donation from the NH\textsubscript{2} group to the ring, which cannot be compensated by the formation of a relatively strong OH...N H-bond in the cis isomer in agreement with previous work.\textsuperscript{32}

![Figure 3](image_url)

**Figure 3:** Optimized geometries of cis (left) and trans (right) 2-aminophenol in the ground (S\textsubscript{0}) and first excited (S\textsubscript{1}) states calculated at the RI-CC2/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory.
The vertical energy of the $S_1$ and $S_2$ states at the optimized geometry of the $S_0$ state were calculated for both isomers at the RI-CC2/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory (upper panel of Table 2). In both cases the two first excited states are very close in energy.

Table 2: Ground and excited state energies (in eV) and oscillator strengths calculated at the RI-CC2/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory for the cis and trans isomers of 2-aminophenol.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CIS</th>
<th>TRANS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Energy (eV)</td>
<td>Oscillator strength</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ground state optimized geometry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_0$ (ZPE included)</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_0$-$S_1$(vertical transition, without δZPE)</td>
<td>4.756</td>
<td>4.3E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_0$-$S_2$(vertical transition, without δZPE)</td>
<td>4.996</td>
<td>8.9E-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excited state optimized geometry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_0$</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_1$</td>
<td>4.07</td>
<td>4.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_0$-$S_1$(adiabatic transition including δZPE)</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>4.03 (4.15 eV exp.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_2$</td>
<td>4.93</td>
<td>4.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The optimization of the first excited state was performed at the RI-CC2/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory and led to a strong stabilization of the energy by 0.69 eV for the cis isomer and 0.35 eV for the trans isomer (lower panel of Table 2). The energy of the adiabatic transition is calculated as the difference between the energy of the $S_1$ state at the optimized geometry of the $S_1$ state minus the energy of the $S_0$ state at the optimized geometry of the $S_0$ state minus the difference in zero point energy between the ground and the excited states ($\delta ZPE$). The difference in ZPE between ground and excited state is about 0.15 eV for both isomers as in other aromatic molecules. The origins of the $S_1\leftarrow S_0$ electronic transition for the trans and cis isomers are then calculated at 4.03 eV and 3.93 eV, respectively.

The optimized geometries at the $S_1$ state of both isomers are shown in the upper panel of Figure 3. For the trans isomer, the $S_1$ optimization leads to a geometry in which the NH$_2$ group becomes more planar, the OH bond comes out of the ring plane by 16°, and the C3H and C6H bonds also get out of plane by c.a. -12°. In the case of the cis isomer, the first excited state optimization leads to a planar geometry.

For both isomers the oscillator strengths (Table 2) of the two first excited state are similar (within a factor of 5) in comparison with PhOH for which the oscillator strength of the $S_1(\pi\pi^*)$ state is 100 times larger than for the $S_2(\pi\sigma^*)$ state. The similarity of these oscillator strengths reflects the strong mixing between the $S_1$ and $S_2$ states and makes it difficult to classify the electronic states using the Cs symmetry labels.

To get more insight into the character of the excited states, the orbitals involved in the $S_1\leftarrow S_0$ and $S_2\leftarrow S_0$ transitions of the trans isomer are depicted in Figure 4. Although the analysis of these orbitals indicates that the $S_1$ state has a main $\pi\pi^*$ character and the $S_2$ state is mainly of $\pi\sigma^*$ character with the $\sigma^*$ orbital on the OH group, these states are strongly mixed since the planar symmetry is not conserved.
Figures 4: Orbitals involved in the $S_1 \leftarrow S_0$ and $S_2 \leftarrow S_0$ electronic transitions for the trans 2-aminophenol, calculated at the RICC2/aug-cc-pVDZ level.

IV. Discussion

A. Assignment of the observed transitions

The IR-UV hole burning spectrum, recorded by probing one of three most intense vibronic transition at 33574 cm$^{-1}$, shows a band at 3668.8 cm$^{-1}$ that can be assigned to the free OH stretching. Thus the OH group is not H-bonded and the main bands are associated to the trans isomer. Indeed, for the cis isomer the OH vibration is calculated to be shifted by more than 200 cm$^{-1}$ as compared to the trans isomer, due to the H-bond between this group and the NH$_2$ group. The corresponding IR-UV hole burning spectrum (Figure 2), recorded by probing a transition at 33634 cm$^{-1}$ associated with the two weak bands observed to the red of the main progression, is very similar to that of the main bands and thus has also been
assigned to the same isomer. Therefore, the small weak red shifted transitions are assigned to hot bands built on the \( \nu=1 \) level of the \( \nu_2 \) \((2_1^1)^n\) torsional mode (\textit{vide-infra}) in the ground state of the \textit{trans} isomer. The very small change in the \( \nu_{OH} \) frequency is probably due to anharmonic coupling between the \( \nu_{OH} \) and some ring deformations. Additionally, the origin of the electronic transition for the \textit{trans} isomer is calculated at 4.03 eV, in good agreement with the experimentally observed origin at 4.15 eV.

The excitation spectra for the \textit{cis} and \textit{trans} isomer were simulated using the calculated ground and excited state frequencies and the Pgopher program\textsuperscript{37} to compute the Franck Condon factors. The stick spectrum obtained was convoluted with a Gaussian function of 10 cm\(^{-1}\) width.

The simulated and experimental spectra are shown all together in Figure 5 for comparison. As expected from the experimental results, there is a poor match between the simulated spectrum for the \textit{cis} isomer (in blue) and the experimental one, while the matching is reasonably good with the simulated spectrum of the \textit{trans} isomer (in red) applying a scaling factor of 0.82 as previously used in protonated indole.\textsuperscript{40}

Using the simulated spectrum, the vibrational bands observed can be assigned to progressions built on the \( \nu_2 \) mode involving NH\(_2\) out of plane motions (Figure 5, right panel), starting from the \( 0^0_0, 4^1_0, 9^1_0 \), and \( 15^1_0 \) levels. Note that the \( \nu_9 \) mode also involves out of plane motions of the NH\(_2\) and OH groups, which correspond to the change in geometry between ground and excited state.

These Franck-Condon calculations show a drastic difference for the absolute value of the Franck Condon factors of both isomers, being the values for the \textit{cis} isomer around 500 times smaller than those for the \textit{trans} isomer. This is due to a bigger change in the excited state geometry of the \textit{cis} isomer as a consequence of its geometry constraint. Thus, assuming an
equal population of both isomers, and owing the signal to noise ratio of the experiment, the *cis* isomer is indiscernible and nothing can be conclude about its intrinsic stability in the ground state.

![Figure 5](image)

**Figure 5:** Left panel from top to bottom: simulated spectra using the ground and excited state frequencies calculated at the RI-CC2/aug-cc-pVDZ level for the *cis* isomer (blue) and for the *trans* isomer with a scaling factor of 0.82 (red) and experimental spectrum (black). The assignment of the vibrational bands is also shown on top of the experimental spectrum. Right panel: Scheme of the vibrational modes involved in the spectrum.
The excited state lifetime is \((35 \pm 5)\) ps for most of the band except for that one at 256 cm\(^{-1}\) above the origin of the electronic transition for which it is \((55 \pm 5)\) ps. We still do not have any reasonable explanation for this observation.

Considering that the energy gap between the \(\pi\pi^*\) and the \(\pi\sigma^*\) states \((\delta_{\pi\pi^*-\pi\sigma^*})\) for trans 2-aminophenol is 0.1 eV (Table 2), the energy gap law\(^{14}\) that correlates the excited state lifetime of substituted PhOH with \(\delta_{\pi\pi^*-\pi\sigma^*}\), predicts an excited state lifetime in the order of 200 ps for this molecule. This value is longer than the experimental one \((35 \pm 5)\) ps, suggesting that an additional effect must be considered to rationalize this short excited state lifetime.

One reason is the planar symmetry breaking in the \(S_1\) state of this molecule as shown in Figure 3, leading to a strong mixing of the \(\pi\pi^*\) and \(\pi\sigma^*\) states (Figure 4) that enhances the ESHD reaction rate and lead to a very low energy barrier of 0.2 eV (calculated as the minimum energy path along the OH dissociation coordinate). This effect was previously observed in the cis,2-fluorophenol\((NH_3)\) complex\(^ {14}\) and in the free catechol molecule.\(^{26-28}\) In the former system, the \(\delta_{\pi\pi^*-\pi\sigma^*}\) was reported to be 0.623 eV, and the lifetime predicted by the energy gap law of this complex should be in the 2-3 ns range, but the experimental value was 140 ps.\(^{14}\) In this case quantum chemical calculation revealed an important out of plane distortion of the C-F bond in the excited state \(S_1\) that reduces the symmetry from Cs to C1, and the discrimination between \(\pi^*\) and \(\sigma^*\) orbitals turns inadequate since the \(\pi\pi^*\) and \(\pi\sigma^*\) states are expected to be strongly mixed as in the case of the trans,2-aminophenol molecule.

In the free catechol molecule, the excited state lifetime is in the order of 7-11 ps and the authors also suggested that this phenomenon is a direct consequence of the non-planar structure of the molecule in the \(S_1\) excited state.\(^{26-28}\)
As highlighted by Stavros and co-workers in a related work,\textsuperscript{26} it is clear that simple chemical modifications to biological relevant chromophores such as PhOH, induces dramatic effects on the excited state potential energy surface and therefore on the dynamics taking place on it. The substitution in position 2 of the PhOH molecule (\textit{ortho}-substitution) seems to be especially adequate to study this effect.

The gas phase conformational diversity of neurotransmitters (substituted PhOHs with a flexible side chain) has been recently studied by UV-UV and/or IR-UV hole-burning spectroscopy.\textsuperscript{41-47} Quite remarkable DOPA (dihydroxyphenylalanine),\textsuperscript{41,42} noradrenaline\textsuperscript{43,44} and adrenaline,\textsuperscript{45,46} which are catecholamine neurotransmitter with a cathecol ring and different side-chain, have tiny numbers of conformers: 1, 1 and 2 respectively as determined in the gas phase by UV-UV and/or IR-UV hole burning spectroscopy.

On the contrary, tyrosine,\textsuperscript{42} m-tyrosine\textsuperscript{41} and synephrine\textsuperscript{47} have the same side-chain than DOPA and adrenaline, respectively but with only one phenolic OH group and present multiple conformers, 8, 14 and 11, respectively. This is another evidence of the importance of the \textit{ortho}-substitution in biological relevant molecules. However, this difference in the number of conformations raises a series of questions about the role of the cathecol ring in neurotransmitters, and whether the cathecolic OH groups are responsible of locking the molecule into a specific conformation or alternatively if the excited state lifetime of other possible conformers are too short to be detected by electronic spectroscopy?

**V. Conclusions**

2-aminophenol shows a well structured vibronic spectrum. UV-UV as well as IR-UV hole burning spectroscopy definitely show that only the \textit{trans} isomer is responsible for the excitation spectrum, although the calculations indicate that the \textit{cis} and \textit{trans} isomers are
close in energy. The Franck-Condon simulation of the spectrum using calculated ground and excited state frequencies for the trans isomer is in good agreement with the experimental one, which gives confidence in the calculated geometries. The very short excited state lifetime of 2-aminophenol can then be explained by the strong coupling between the $S_1$ and $S_2$ excited states due to the absence of symmetry, mainly corresponding to an out of plane bending of the OH bond.

The comparison of the present results with previous reports on ortho-substituted PhOHs, suggests that substitution in position 2 of PhOH induces out-of-plane deformations that leads very fast dynamics in the excited states.
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